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Get ready for lots of fun and adventure when the swashbuckling thief Flynn Rider meets Rapunzel -

the girl with 70 feet of magical hair. Together they go on wild, hilarious, and heartfelt adventures

when Rapunzel leaves her isolated tower for the first time.
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I loved every bit of this book. I'm a 45 yo female, with no kids so I bought this book for me, along

with a few others. I have not seen the movie yet but I have already pre-ordered the dvd. Buy it for

your pre-teen or anyone else who loves fairy tales! What a cute book!

My 7 yo daughter LOVED this book. She read it herself before seeing the movie and it helped her

know the plotline before seeing the movie.

This was a great segment for Disney to hit... my daughter is 6 and just getting a grip on what she

loves to read.. and she loved this... it is a chapter book so it was challenging for her but we read it

together and she loved being able to take this story and equate it to the movie she saw.

I bought this book as a Christmas gift for my 5 and 7 year-old daughters. We saw the movie in

November when it came out. Great book! It follows the movie exactly and has some great color

photos in the center. I have a feeling this will be a favorite for a while.



I was sure my niece, who adores the movie Frozen, would love the Frozen audiobook over Tangled,

but after reading rave reviews for this Tangled audiobook, I decided to buy both. She listened to

Frozen once, said it was "good," but meanwhile has listened to Tangled four times and still loves it.

This really was the better choice.

The book was very interesting although the author could of added another very good chapterI

choose to read the book because I wanted to see if it were as good as the movie, but its really not.

ITS WAY BETTER!

This novel is brilliant and an excellent companion to the brilliant film. Rapunzel is a beautiful girl

whose long blonde hair holds a very valuable secret- it can heal any wound even time! Mother

Gothiel who has stolen the Princess keeps her locked up in a very tall tower. Luckily Rapunzel has

a friend in Pascal, a cute chameleon. However when the thief Flynn Rider enters her life, nothing is

ever the same again for Rapunzel who wants to see the magic lights that appear only on her

birthday... My favourite characters are Pascal and Maximus the horse that thinks its part

bloodhound, who steal every scene they are in. The only way this book could of been improved

would be to add the Wedding mini story (Tangled Ever After) to it.

My daughter is almost 7 and could not get enough of this book. We would read it in bed at night and

every single night it was, "One more chapter, one more chapter!" Very well-written and as enjoyable

as watching the movie, which we absolutely love!
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